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Volunteers joined in for a
Primping Party the week before the event to perform lastminute maintenance tasks
and a group of college students helped volunteers weed
and prepare the garden.
Volunteers
spent
several
months propagating some
600 roses; Karen Jefferson in
her greenhouse in Livermore
and Rose Garden volunteers
at Cosumnes River College.
By Sunday afternoon, most
were sold, providing funds to
continue maintenance of this
important collection of historic roses.
The two-day event included
tours of the garden, a history
tour and a cart tour of the cemetery. One of the best things at
Open Garden is the opportunity
to see the roses at their best, to
learn about and talk roses with
visitors. Thanks to all who made
our event a success.
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EDITORIAL
While we volunteers typically come and go as we find opportunities in which we are interested and depending on our expertise and willingness to learn, the Historic Rose Garden has been fortunate that many of us have volunteered for a long time. However, this
year we have lost several ‘regular’ volunteers.
Nancy Laran spent several years overseeing our finances and accounting and Jim Atwood focused on monitoring irrigation and watching for pests and disease among the
roses. Both are moving from the area—Jim is leaving the state—and their efforts and expertise will be missed.

With the changes in requirements imposed by the Parks Department for Cemetery volunteers, others have also chosen to leave, which makes recruiting new Rose Garden volunteers a priority. Over the coming months, we hope to work with the City to advertise
and recruit additional volunteers.
As one effort to aid volunteers, we are exploring ways to define tasks in the Rose Garden,
so volunteers will know what needs to be done and when to do it; weeding, deadheading,
fertilizing, etc. As we further refine written procedures and schedules for tasks, we hope
that new volunteers will be able to step in to work with us to continue beautifying the
cemetery in the Historic Rose Garden.
If you know of someone willing to participate and who wants to learn about our collection of old roses, please encourage them to apply as a volunteer via the City’s volunteer
website.

Questions, comments, concerns
Judy Eitzen, ed.
verlaine@citlink.net
www.cemeteryrose.org

“The summer world is the insect world. Like it or
not, that is how it is. There are few insects that
ever find the day too hot.”
Donald Culross Peattie, botanist (1898-1954)
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CURATOR’S CORNER

Anita Clevenger

The garden was never lovelier than ever at this year’s Open Garden. We spent the weekend in a joyous daze,
enjoying a sunny break from the cool, rainy spring that caused the bloom to be later this year. The banksiae
still bore flowers, Teas and Chinas were at peak bloom, and many of the Hybrid Perpetuals and Bourbons were
just starting to unfurl their buds. Even though the wet weather prompted many weeds, the moist soil made
them all the easier for dedicated rose garden volunteers, Sheriff’s Work Project Crew and AmeriCorps volunteers to pull out. Some visitors remarked at how much tidier the garden looked, especially compared to the
early years of the garden when weeds towered overhead and roses tumbled into pathways and over monuments.
Other visitors who have known our garden for many years expressed concern about the reduced size of the
roses, and felt that there were fewer rose plants than in years past. It is true that some of our roses are smaller
than they once were, partly because we prune more aggressively to encourage new, strong growth and to keep
them within bounds. Other roses have dwindled in size over the years, but most began to recover this year
from the rain and better care that we’ve been lavishing (pruning, fertilizing/amending soil, and careful monitoring of irrigation).
We removed some large duplicate roses that were hard to maintain in their present locations. We took out
about ten that were in failing health, replacing them with new clones. We also planted some roses that are
new to our collection. This is part of the evolution of a mature garden, especially one dedicated to preserving
rare and historic roses. One rose we plan to remove is “Grandmother’s Hat” in plot 474. (1) Our declining
plant is a victim of the inelegantly named “butt rot,” according to the plant pathologists who help us monitor
the collection. Fungi have attacked and weakened the thickest part of the canes just above the roots, possibly
because of a buildup of moist mulch in contact with the crown of the plant.
We use wood and bark chips in the garden to discourage weeds and conserve moisture in the soil, but it can
cause butt (and root) problems if piled too deeply or closely to the base of the roses. These chips are not an
authentic look for a historic cemetery, but modern aesthetics and practicalities dictate their use. In the 19 th
century, grass grew in the plots. In the 21st century, Barbara Oliva and I decided to remove all of the grass
within the rose garden plots because mowers and string trimmers damaged rose canes, leaving them susceptible to crown gall when bacterium-infected soil came in contact with freshly wounded canes. Still, we wish that
we could go back in time to earlier days in our cemetery. Judy Eitzen found a description of the cemetery in an
article published in the Sacramento Union on March 1885: “As we pass down the different avenues, we find
many plots enclosed with brick, sown to blue grass, set to flowers and roses which twine themselves around
beautiful marble monuments, upon which are chiseled beautiful inscriptions – all suggestive of the affection
borne the departed by their wealthy relatives.” (2) As lovely as our garden was this spring, this sounds better
yet.
—(1) We have two sports of the rose and plan to propagate a new “Grandmother’s Hat” from another rose collection.
(2) Sacramento Daily Union, March 28, 1885, Vol 53, #30, page 5
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ADAPTIVE GARDENING

Judy Eitzen

In 2017, while attending a statewide Master Gardener Conference, I attended a session presented by Toni
Gattone about adaptive gardening. In the session, Toni discussed various methods, tools and adaptations
that would allow us gardeners to keep doing what we love despite bad knees, aging backs or arthritic hands.
Toni also authors an online newsletter with helpful techniques. In the May issue, she described her objectives
of adaptive gardening: raising awareness, changing gardens to ensure safety and comfort and modification or
replacement of tools as needed.
Six Adaptive Gardening Rules to Live By:
1. Develop a safe and comfortable garden in which to work
2. Switch it up—change tasks every 30 minutes or so.
3. Garden smarter—it takes less time to do more.
4. Save time and money by focusing on perennials rather than annuals
(like...Roses! ed.)
5. Look for ways to make gardening easy—self-watering pots, carry a tool
sharpener, etc.
6. Find eye-level vertical gardening opportunities to ease a bad back.
In August, Toni’s book, The Lifelong Gardener: Garden With Ease
and Joy At Any Age will be published by Timber Press. If you find gardening harder now than when you began, this is the book for you. Subscribe to the newsletter: toni@tonigattone.com.

MORE BOOKS

Judy Eitzen

Okay, I admit it, as a retired librarian and compulsive reader, I love books—yep, and I believe that limited shelf
space does not limit the number one can own. That said, there are always new books about roses and new authors who have found a passion for these special plants. There are also new publishing
opportunities with the advent of CreateSpace and other self-publishers.
One ‘purchase’ I made recently came with my Amazon Prime Kindle Unlimited subscription. It is the second in a gardening series (Easy-Growing Gardening), titled Rose To
The Occasion: An Easy-Growing Guide to Rose Gardening. It was published in
paperback in 2016 and is now available electronically.

The author, Melinda R. Cordell, has included down-to-earth wisdom on how to plant,
grow and prune roses. She includes how to select the right rose for your garden as well as
up-t0-date information on pests, disease and general garden maintenance. Historical
illustrations and text describe old varieties as well as modern cultivars.
Another self-published book is Twenty Reasons Not to Garden (And Why I Ignore Them All) by Luke Ruggenberg. In this collection of gardening humor you can,
“...suffer the existential angst of the perfect pruners...try your best to name that plant or...take a trip to the gardeners-only Emergency Room.” Luke’s humor is laugh out loud as he has the knack to relate ordinary gardening chores in funny ways. Check out his gardening blog—Fencebroke Promontory Gardens.
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SUMMERTIME TASKS

Judy Eitzen

Gardeners must ride the seasonal waves—this year from a cool, wet spring to the predicted hot, dry summer.
And, while there is always something that needs doing in the garden, in summer the focus changes—
particularly in the Sacramento Valley where midday temperatures can make garden tasks uncomfortable. In
fact, working in summer heat can be dangerous for the gardener and the garden.
Summer rose gardening tasks center around three primary areas; irrigation, deadheading, weeding.
Irrigation
Typically, half the water used outside is wasted. It evaporates or is directed
where there are no plants. Wastage can be reduced by:
• Directing the hose or watering can directly to roots of the roses
• Water near the soil—discourages fungus & pests on leaves
• Water deeper, less often
• Use soaker hose, drip system, as practical
• Mulch to keep soil cool and moist. (do not bury stem in mulch;
this promotes disease)
• Water early in the day or at night to reduce evaporation
• Use controllers to limit sprinkler times
• Check hoses and connections for leaks
Deadheading
Deadheading is a task that not only promotes repeat bloom on perennials including repeat-blooming roses,
but it helps maintain the health of plants and makes the garden look neater.
• Remove spent blooms on repeat-blooming roses by cutting back to a leaflet.
• Some roses can be deadheaded with thumbnail at the abscission point below the bloom—snap off
the spent bloom.
• Watch for disease on leaves; remove dead leaves from the ground to prevent spread of disease.
• Watch for pests—some like to hang out inside blooms—remove and dispose.
Weeding
Weeding in summer can be a daunting task. Weeds appear out of nowhere, appear everywhere, and seem to
be worse on the hottest days.
• One trick to control weeds is to pull a few every day.
• Rather than spend hours weeding, carry a small bucket and pull just a few while watering
• Set aside 10 minutes each morning to pull a few.
• Don’t worry about getting them all today; there’s always tomorrow.

Of course, there are other summertime garden tasks—pests, annuals,
veggies, containers—that require attention. Another issue is the summer
vacation. In Sacramento’s heat, your absence can leave a garden vulnerable. Even hardy roses require some irrigation over the hottest months.
Water the roses well before you leave home and if you will be gone longer than a few days, find someone to give them a drink while you’re
gone—the other tasks can wait until you return.
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A CHANGE IN VOLUNTEER STATUS
In our last newsletter, Judy Eitzen wrote that a new Volunteer Agreement is now required for all cemetery
volunteers. City staff revised it slightly and assured us that, despite the very restrictive wording, it was not
their intention to micro-manage garden volunteers . Many of the rose garden volunteers decided to sign
the agreement in the hopes that things will work out reasonably. A few key volunteers chose not to apply.
I applied to be a volunteer but could not agree to the terms prohibiting volunteers from speaking publicly,
or even on private social media, without prior Parks staff approval. Even though I subsequently offered to
agree after receiving written assurance that my First Amendment rights were not being violated, I was not
allowed to continue my volunteer service and do not expect to be reinstated at the present time.
Free Speech is important to me. If volunteers and others had not spoken out in 2016, we would have been
forced to comply with harsh horticultural guidelines which would have resulted in potential harm to the
plants and the removal of all structures in the Rose Garden. When this issue was brought to the public’s
attention, local preservation experts stated that the changes were not evidence-based or required and rose
and garden lovers from around the world stated their support. In response, City staff proposed establishing
a Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) to develop revised horticultural guidelines. I was appointed as a
member.
Earlier this year, the TAC approved horticultural guidelines more appropriate to the preservation of the
garden and beautification of the cemetery. These guidelines do, however, state that arbors extending from
plot-to-plot are not historically appropriate and “will be removed.” I have asked that staff explore alternatives to allow roses to extend over paths. Historic integrity and preservation are very important, but there
can be flexibility when following the Standards of Rehabilitation for historic properties as established by the
National Park Service.
Though I am no longer a City Parks volunteer, as Chair of the Historic Rose Garden Committee of the Old
City Cemetery Committee – our parent nonprofit – I plan to continue to provide curatorial, horticultural,
financial and organizational guidance to the garden.
While we have had to cancel some tours and events; the rose garden team has continued to provide educational and operational support to the garden. We need to work out a process to recruit new volunteers and
have begun planning for next year’s Open Garden – scheduled for April 18 and 19, 2020 – beginning with
propagation efforts at Cosumnes River College late this summer.
What can you, our garden supporters, do? Volunteer if you can. Come visit our garden. Be prepared to
contact City staff and elected officials when we identify issues that need your voice. Since I am not a volunteer, I can speak freely and let you know what is happening.
I have devoted over 16 years and 10,000 hours of volunteer service to the cemetery and its roses. This was
not a waste of time. I have made friends, visited countless gardens, and attended heritage rose conferences
around the world. I have worked with an incredible team of volunteers and advisors to make our garden
worthy of international awards. I’ve learned a tremendous amount, while surrounded with beauty, history
and friendship. I am very grateful.
Anita Clevenger
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FIRST HISTORIC ROSE GARDEN WEDDING

Anita Clevenger

A wedding in our rose garden? For those who have never seen the beautiful
Sacramento Historic City Cemetery, this seems like a dark, peculiar idea.
Those who know the cemetery and its gardens appreciate how elements come
together to surround the elaborate historic monuments in an atmosphere of
sweet scents, colorful flowers, and towering trees. Rather than a melancholy
or spooky place, the Historic Rose Garden is imbued with a feeling of peace
and love. The real question is, why did it take 27 years before a wedding was
held here?

Historic Rose Garden arbors are a natural setting for a bride and groom to take
their vows, and Michelle Van Allen and Kurt Seifert selected the one supporting ‘Crepuscule’ and “Castro-Breen Red Climber.” This spot is also shaded by
a valley oak to provide welcome shade when needed.
Weather, and the timing of peak bloom, is always a question in spring. The
wedding date was April 27th. Some years, peak bloom is over by then and temperature is in the 90s. Other years, it’s chilly and stormy. The couple decided
to take their chances. The weather, and the bloom, cooperated perfectly.
Many of the wedding guests admitted that they had doubts about a cemetery wedding, but unanimously
agreed that it was a wonderful location for a sweet, respectful, joyous ceremony.
Kurt Seifert is the son of Anita Clevenger. The marriage was conducted by Robert Van Allen, Michelle’s father. We all wish them a wonderful life together. We also hope this first Historic Rose Garden wedding will
not be the last.

DOCUMENTING OUR GARDEN
Last year, Haru Ruuth-Sanchez completed the development of an excellent Volunteer Guide for the Historic Rose Garden. We plan to augment it with monthly
schedules for gardening tasks to communicate with volunteers and city staff.
We have also begun development of an administrative/event/propagation calendar and will review and update listings of companion plants, irrigation schedules,
irrigation maps and related procedures.
For some years, we have documented the collection on personal computers and
recognize that as technology has evolved, a searchable, relational database would
be most useful as it could be accessed by volunteers from hand-held devices while
on site in the garden. Consequently, we have initiated a project to upgrade the
data base to ensure that all pertinent information about the garden, including
photos of the roses, are in one integrated spot.
We believe that this improved documentation is key to preserving our efforts to support the garden
and our roses.
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ROSALIA
The Friends of Vintage Gardens under the guidance of Curator Gregg Lowery, held a
special event in Sebastopol on Saturday, May 18. Based on Rosalia, the ancient Roman festival of roses, it was indeed a festive occasion. Beautiful displays and bouquets
were prepared by Pamela Temple and her cadre of volunteers on Friday, and by Saturday morning, the hall was filled with fragrance and beauty. Despite a very rainy day,
hundreds of visitors came to see amazing arrangements and displays of roses while
others braved the rain to find and purchase that special rose.

Gregg Lowery

Various rose groups, including our Historic Rose Garden, were invited to participate
with information tables. Former rosarians and garden curators were honored with
displays including our own Barbara Oliva. As Friday was sunny and mild, after setting
up displays, we visited several local gardens filled with roses. It was a very special
event, indeed.

Top left: Pamela Temple at work
Top right: Judy Eitzen, Connie Hilker, Daniel
Newman, Terry Hart wearing roses
Bottom left: Tribute to Barbara
Bottom right; Rosalia displays.
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MURTA HISTORICAL CEMETERY ROSE GARDEN

Judy Eitzen

On a hill overlooking the outskirts of Genoa, Italy, lies
Murta Historical Cemetery, founded in 1835 and containing many 19th century masterpieces of mortuary art.
After the area underwent a major industrial transformation, a number of historical and artistic heritage sites
were negatively impacted, including the cemetery.
When a team of Cultural Committee members first
walked through the gates of the neglected property, they
immediately determined the best way to protect the
cemetery from further decay was to follow our example
and transform it into a rose garden.
Long neglected, most of the burials date from the mid19th century through about 1930 and reflect popular Art
Nouveau floral design. There are a few significant burials, and though a number of statues remain, the
cemetery received minimal care with the result that ivy and weeds have become profuse. Like other abandoned properties, vandalism has also played a role in the cemetery’s decline.
In 2017, the group began a salvage project, established a nonprofit, raised funds and public awareness of
the importance of the historic site. To preserve the garden of eternity and to encourage visitors, they determined to create a botanic
collection of roses. The garden was formally opened in May and
they have expressed interest in creating a sister-cemetery relationship with us. We were delighted to learn our success has inspired a
new garden
According to Sabrina Masnata, the group is very fond of tea and
cakes. She told us, “So we immediately thought that the best roses
we could chose for our collection were China roses as they arrived
to Europe onboard Tea Clippers and spread all over the world
more or less in the same years when the cemetery was built.”
Last year, some twenty volunteers began working on weekends to
pull weeds and uncover gravesites that had been covered by ivy and
mud for years. It is, of course, a work in progress, but as of this
spring, some 35 rose bushes have been planted and more are
planned. The garden is also part of a larger landscape conservation
project, La via delle Rose,(1) planned as a heritage walk between
Murta and the nearby village of Trasta.
We eagerly follow progress of this new cemetery collection of historic roses.
————(1) The Trail of Roses
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CEMETERY ROSE
Plants ’Hear’ Water
As we attempt to keep our roses irrigated without wasting water, scientists are
conducting studies of the mechanism that leads plant roots to the source of water.
The growth of plant roots is influenced by gravity, light, nutrients and water.
Botanists have long been aware that plant roots grow toward the source of water,
and recent studies show that they can tune into the sound of water by sensing
acoustic vibrations. Plants can also adapt the shape of their roots to optimize acquisition of water.
As DNA and other scientific studies continue, botanists are learning how these
seemingly thoughtful mechanisms occur. To learn more, go to Horizon; the EU
Research and Innovation Magazine.
https://horizon-magazine.eu/article/plants-can-hear-running-water.html.

Upcoming Events
September 7—10 am—Propagation Class
October 12—10 am—October Encore Tour
November 16—10 am—Fall Color in the Rose Garden Tour

Volunteer Activities
Historic Rose Garden Work Days
Tuesday and Saturday mornings
Come and join the fun
Volunteers must sign-up via the City’s volunteer website:
www.cityofsacramento.org/hr/volunteer-opportunities
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